12 Zodiac Forecast

Time: 12pm - 1pm | Venue: Blk A, A.1.20

SYNOPSIS
Discover your auspicious colours, compatible zodiac signs and receive advice on how to boost your luck in 2015! Along with the Zodiac Championship ranking, you can attain success with first-hand information on your luck rating!

ABOUT THE SPEAKER
Having great interest in Chinese Metaphysics, Master Goh endeavours to learn and discover this mystical field of study. In 2003, he sought guidance from his mentor, Master Chew, enabling him to realize his potential in Chinese Metaphysics. In 2005, he joined Way OnNet as Life Analysis Master and with enlightenments from Grand Master Tan, his knowledge in Bazi and feng shui reached a higher level.

Master Goh constantly improves upon his knowledge and skills, allowing him to provide a wide spectrum of services such as name selection, career mapping and residential feng shui analysis. He is also a writer who has published several hot-selling books. His debut book, “Essentials of Four Pillars of Destiny” is highly recommended for those interested in Bazi Life Analysis. His latest works under the Four Pillars of Destiny series are “The Key To An Ideal Name” and “Is Your Marriage Predestined?”.

Beyond these, Master Goh’s outstanding talks at the International Feng Shui Convention (IFSC) in 2005, 2006 and 2012 affirmed his role as a proficient public speaker. Other notable events where he provided life analysis services include the Singapore 2006 IMF-World Bank Annual Meetings and Singapore APEC 2009.

Pre-register Now! Scan the QR Code or visit the UniSIM Open House Website (unisim.edu.sg/OH) to pre-register and receive a free goodie bag* "while stocks last."